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OVERVIEW
In late summer of 2020, Village of Wisdom (VOW) extended

an invitation and orientation to Black parents to serve as

researchers in a community-driven project designed to

illuminate the dreams of Black parents, Black students, and

teachers of Black students amid the COVID pandemic and

online learning environment. Five Black women parents

emerged from the invitation and completed more than 40

hours of learning to prepare them to lead the research

project. These VOW Parent Researchers increased their

knowledge of ethical practices in research, question

design, data collection and analysis. The VOW Parent

Researchers then facilitated 6 focus groups in Fall of 2020

with Black parents, Black students, and teachers of Black

students via Zoom. They worked alongside Dr. Rabiatu

Barrie (from Adler University) to identify emergent codes

and to develop themes from the transcripts. This report is a

summary of two emergent themes captured in the

transcripts that align with the Keep Dreaming vision

authored by VOW Parent Researchers. 
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DREAMS, ASPIRATIONS FOR BLACK
STUDENTS
The theme dreams, aspirations for Black students emerged

from responses expressed across all participants, a need for

Black students to realize and actualize their brilliance,

unique gifts, and talents. All participants expressed how

dreams, aspirations are essential for Black students during

COVID and for the future. While parents more easily

articulated dreams for their children, both parents and

teachers’ responses expressed words like “full potential”

and “pride” and “anything is possible”. Though the Black

students’ responses did not include terms like “full potential”

or “anything is possible”, they expressed their dreams,

aspirations were tied to taking care of their mothers, their

friends, and those in need (e.g., those experiencing

homelessness) by accumulating wealth or by “getting

money”. Black students also expressed their dreams,

aspirations of being in classrooms that connected

expressions like brilliance, pride, and full potential with

Blackness. All participants, parents, teachers, and students,

expressed a unified dream where Blackness was amplified,

valued, and preserved.  

And my  dream i s  for  [my  ch ild ]  to  be  able  to  f igure  out

[ the ir ]  full  potent i al  and  know [ the ir ]  soul  s trength  and

know what  [ they ]  can  do  and  see  [ them]self  l ike  I  do.  

 Parent ,  Focus  Group  I



"I want to see an educational environment for
my black students, so that they can preserve

their blackness and not be in a position where
they feel uncomfortable being black… And I

would like to see an environment for my black
students that they can come in and be their
authentic selves and that they learn how to

present themselves in any arena, but it’s ok to
chill and kick it and act black and black is a

thing and it’s not something to be ashamed of
but something to be proud of…"

TEACHER, FOCUS GROUP II



"I would wanna learn about, more about like
African American culture and like food,
language, traditions of what we would

do...Um, let’s see…dancing, food...you know
like people from like Africa... like what

language do they speak? What interests they
have?...A lot of African American like writers

and poets..."

STUDENT, FOCUS GROUP II



NEW POSSIBILITIES DURING ONLINE LEARNING
The theme of new possibilities during online learning

became expressed as opportunities where new learning

emerged and where new connections were made between

parents, teachers and students. The theme largely

represented responses gathered from Black parents and

Black students. Teachers were less likely to express new

possibilities, though some noted how the online learning

environment allowed them to see the value of having

parents close in the home and how the online

environment allowed them to deliver more intentional

content. Parents’ responses expressed that the at-home

learning environment allowed them to build stronger

bonds with their child and it created opportunities for

them to learn more about their child and child's

schoolwork. Additionally, parents expressed the at-home

learning environment allowed their child to feel safe and

limited their child's interactions with school personnel and

peers the parent perceived as harmful. Students

expressed how they were able to do things they enjoyed

—such as riding their bikes, playing video games, and

board games with family members. Both parents and

students expressed valuing the shorter class time and the

breaks (e.g., Wellness Wednesdays program in Durham)

provided by the school district and using this time to take

much needed mental pauses. 

THIS  V IRTUAL  LEARNING,  [WHAT  I T ]  HAS  CAUSED ME TO  DO IS  TO  SLOW

EVERYTHING DOWN.  JUST  SLOW DOWN.  THE  CONTENT  IS  THERE  BUT  THE  WAY

I  TEACH IT  NOW IS  SO  MUCH MORE INTENT IONAL.

TEACHER,  FOCUS GROUP I I



"…He’s been doing his school virtually at
home and he’s actually doing much, much
better compared to being in school. He’s

participating more, staying on his topics and
looking forward towards his class compared
to when he was going in school. He wanted to
stay by himself, didn’t want to interact with

anyone. So I notice a big change with him doing
it virtually...instead of being inside the

classroom. So that’s a little plus for me
knowing that he’s put more effort into his

school now."
PARENT, FOCUS GROUP II



CONCLUSION

Be daring and willing to bring Blackness into the

learning environment and to affirm Black students and

their families. 

Continue to establish and cultivate communication

pathways between the district, Black parents, and

students. 

Dedicate time and resources to improve how teachers

increase their cultural competence and how they build

culturally affirming learning environments.

Develop a mechanism to identify and hold teachers and

school personnel accountable for causing any harm that

targets the racial identity of Black students. 

VOW Parent Researchers authored the theme, Keep

Dreaming, to position the dreams, aspirations of Black

parents, Black students, and teachers. Keep Dreaming

inspires us to do the work needed to create learning

environments where Black students are their authentic

selves and where teachers affirm and validate Blackness in

the classroom and in the curriculum. Several

recommendations emerged for public schools and the

broader community to consider in their equity efforts: 

In truth, Keep Dreaming should encourage all of us to

continue to dream, but it should be a vision that anchors

dreams in a reality. Village of Wisdom (VOW) continues to

build on the wisdom of Black parents and the community to

affirm Black Genius, the intellectual curiosity and creativity

of Black youth. 

The full report that describes the challenges
of #KeepDreaming in the context of the

public education system will be released by
VOW soon. 



We protect Black Genius and encourage Black students

and Black parents to #KeepDreaming by remembering 

 to breathe (a Black to School Video). 

We protect Black Genius and encourage Black parents

and Black students to #KeepDreaming by using our

learning activities and conversation guides .

We protect Black Genius and encourage educators and

school districts to use the Culturally Affirming Climate

Survey (CACS) to learn where you can engage in

actionable change. 

HOW DO WE PROTECT BLACK GENIUS? 

K E E P  
D R E A M I N G

https://youtu.be/OIBegwe1tGU
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-TZcB-mxkoymnwvKTPaPCASjEuoAZbL6/view
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tqZClzodUovBfp-XKzcwbStNUTTgvYG1M-8MTqTUcmY/edit
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